Abstract
We also studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) the morphology of 
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Material and Methods
58
Chemicals. Conjugates were prepared by acidic depolymerisation of reactions that ultimately lead to cell lysis (14).
172
One of the important parameters relating to the structure and functional state of also be explained by their capacity to prevent the access of free radicals to the 229 bilayer, although contribution of radical trapping can be also considered.
230
The incorporation of antioxidants in ordered membrane lipid bilayers determines 
238
Oxidative damage in cell membranes also leads to alterations in shape. The 239 effect of AAPH and epicatechin and its derivatives on cell morphology was 240 studied by scanning electron microscopy. Untreated erythrocytes appeared as 241 typical biconcave shapes (Fig. 3a) , while exposure to AAPH resulted in a 242 significant change to echinocytic or acanthocytic shapes (Fig. 3b) . Epicatechin
243
and its conjugates did not restore normal erythrocyte morphology after AAPH 244 treatment (Fig. 3d) . On the contrary, erythrocytes incubated with epicatechin 245 and its conjugates also showed abnormal shapes, mainly echinocytic ones, as 246 observed in the case of Cys-EcG, confirming their interaction with the cell 247 membrane (Fig. 3c) . According to the bilayer-couple hypothesis, the changes 
